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 RECOMMENDATION : REFUSAL 

Principle of development  
Tourism related development
Environmental impact
Amenity
Highway safety
Flood risk 
Impact on archaeology
Contaminated land

 KEY ISSUES

* The application relates to recreational facilities and camping on two sites separated by the River
Wensum.  The southernmost is proposed for camping only whereas the main recreational
scheme lies to the north.  
The proposal includes: 
* A visitor centre within the open section of an existing unauthorised building. (See site history)/
Café/kitchen within visitor centre building with shower and toilet facilities for the site and
Centre/area for sale of visitor goods and supplies; remaining area within building to be retained for
safe storage of maintenance equipment and small sailing boats/canoes for use on the
lakes/storage of other equipment and materials related to the orchard and other agricultural uses
* Parking area for up to 48 vehicles, 5 No. disabled parking spaces; a lay-by space off access
road sufficient for loading/unloading of coaches/delivery vehicles
* 10 No. camping pods south-west of the visitor centre, each pod measuring 4.7 m x 2.8 m to a
height of 2.2 m in the form of an arc with walls/roof being continuous and clad in weatherproof
Decra galvanised steel tiles
* 7 No. Scandinavian style timber lodges on area of land south-east of the visitor centre

 DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT

CASE OFFICER: Jayne Owen

No Allocation
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incorporating sleeping area, wc and basin
* Two camping areas with up to 25 pitches proposed
* An originally proposed fish farm building and operation has been removed from the scheme
following concerns raised by Natural England.
* Access would be from the north-western corner of the site with access to the southern camping
area part of the site being served from Worthing Road. 
* It is proposed to open the site from 8.00 am to 8.00 pm seven days per week for the months
from April to October.  During the winter months it is proposed to reduce the opening hours from
8.00 am to 4.00 pm.

The site comprises two sites separated by the River Wensum north and south of Worthing Road.
Part of the site is a designated Scheduled Ancient Monument and the site lies adjacent to a
Special Area of Conservation and Site of Special Scientific Interest.  Part of the site lies within
Flood Zones 2 and 3.  

 SITE AND LOCATION

3PL/2012/1315/F - Agricultural general purpose building (part retrospective) - Refused - Subject
to an appeal - not yet decided
3PL/2012/1197/F - Proposed visitor centre and camping pods - Refused - subject to an appeal -
not yet decided 
3AG/2012/0030/AG - Portal frame structure with 2 No access doors for storage of machinery - No
Prior Approval 16th October 2012
3AG/2012/0026/AG - Erection of general purpose agricultural building with agricultural/fishing use
- Withdrawn 
3AG/2012/0013/AG - Erection of general purpose agricultural building - Withdrawn
3PL/2010/0794/F - Erection of single storey general purposes agricultural building to provide
secure storage - Refused 16th September 2010
3PL/2010/0307/F - Proposed country park incorporating a visitor centre and 35 pitch touring
caravan site - Withdrawn 

 RELEVANT SITE HISTORY

 POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

CP.06
CP.09

Green Infrastructure
Pollution and Waste

The following policies of the adopted Breckland Core Strategy and Development Control Policies
and the adopted Site Specific Policies and Proposals Document, including the Proposals Maps,
have been taken into consideration in the determination of this application.  The provisions of the
National Planning Policy Framework have also been taken into account, where appropriate 

No

 EIA REQUIRED
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 CONSULTATIONS

CP.10
CP.11
CP.14
DC.01
DC.08
DC.12
DC.13
DC.16
DC.17
DC.18
DC.19
DC.20
NPPF

Natural Environment
Protection and Enhancement of the Landscape
Sustainable Rural Communities
Protection of Amenity
Tourism Related Development
Trees and Landscape
Flood Risk
Design
Historic Environment
Community facilities, recreation and leisure
Parking Provision
Conversion of buildings in the countryside
With particular regard to paragraphs 28, 56-66, 109-125, 141 

BAWDESWELL PARISH COUNCIL -  No Comments Received 
NORTH ELMHAM P C -  No Comments Received 

BILLINGFORD P C -   

HOE & WORTHING P.C. -   

SWANTON MORLEY PC -   

Object on the following grounds:
Contrary to Core Strategy Policies CP6, CP10, CP11, CP14, DC17, DC1, DC7, DC8, DC12,
DC12 and DC16 for the following reasons:

Works already carried out;  public use of land has been blocked and right of way obstructed;
impact on habitats;  removal of trees and hedgerows;  impact on river;  development outside
Settlement Boundary;  design;  poor visibility onto B1145;  highway safety

Object on the following grounds:
Similar to previous scheme which was refused and relates to development already carried out;
does not cover issues raised in previous objections;  harm to environment, landscape, ecology,
River Wensum;  impact on residential amenity and Flyfishing Club;  impact on Wensum Valley
and likely precedent for other river valleys;  impact on River Wensum by virtue of pollution, run
off, effluent discharge;  inappropriate location for tourist development;  works carried out without
consent;  concerns regarding visibility at access onto Elmham Road; impact of coaches etc.
turning into site; inadequate parking areas; impact of access onto Worthing Road; inadequate
ecological and flood risk assessment;  insufficient justification for development;  concerns
regarding viability and practicality of implementing proposals;  prominence of development  

Object on the following grounds: 
Contrary to CP6, CP10;  impact on biodiversity, highway safety;  submitted ecology and flood risk

Not Applicable

 CIL / OBLIGATIONS
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NORFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL HIGHWAYS    

NORTH NORFOLK DISTRICT COUNCIL    

HISTORIC BUILDINGS CONSULTANT    

TREE & COUNTRYSIDE CONSULTANT    

No objection to use of western access off Elmham Road subject to conditions, however, in
respect of the access to the southern campsite objection to the proposal on the following
grounds:
The unclassified road serving the site is considered to be inadequate to serve the development
proposed by reason of its poor alignment/restricted width/lack of passing provision/substandard
construction/restricted visibility at adjacent road junctions.  The proposal, if permitted, would be
likely to give rise to conditions detrimental to highway safety.

Given that the distance between the application site and the boundary with North Norfolk District
Council is in excess of 5 km, it is considered unlikely that the proposal would give rise to
unacceptable impacts to interests within North Norfolk District.  Nonetheless, the proposal is
within close proximity to and is likely to have a hydrological connection with the River Wensum
which is designated as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and as a Special Area of
Conservation (SAC).  The assessment of whether the proposal is EIA development or requires a
Habitat Assessment is a matter for Breckland District Council to determine and the Council will
need to satisfy itself that the proposal will not result in significant harm to the special features of
interest and that up-to-date information is submitted so as to enable a reliable assessment of
likely impacts.

Natural England, the Environment Agency and Norfolk Rivers Internal Drainage Board are likely
to be better placed to advise in respect of impacts on the River Wensum.

From my perspective, no particular comment. English Heritage will be able to offer comment
regarding the potential impact on the S.M.

HELLESDON PARISH COUNCIL -   

ELSING P C -   

reports are out of date and do not cover the area in the parish of Swanton Morley;  pollution;
require clarity on opening hours, predicted number of users and any motorised vehicles, boats,
hovercraft and motorbikes;  question the need for tourism development in this locality;  no
evidence of need for agricultural building;  more screening should be provided for
lodges/dormitory buildings;  object to the fish farm operation;  lack of detail concerning foul
drainage;  not acceptable to deal with any changes by imposition of planning conditions because
the applicant has shown total disregard for such conditions in the past.

Object on the following grounds:
Pollution and waste could affect other parishes if not dealt with carefully;  detrimental impact on
rural landscape;  precedent for other such applications

Object on the following grounds:
Impact on character and appearance of the Wensum valley;  excessive development given
context of SSSI;  proposal seeks to regularise some elements of unauthorised development;
precedent
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CONTAMINATED LAND OFFICER    

ENVIRONMENT AGENCY    

ENGLISH HERITAGE    

HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT OFFICER    

RAMBLERS ASSOCIATION:  NORFOLK AREA    

NATURAL ENGLAND    

The Tree and Countryside Officer has carried out an appropriate assessment and concurs with
the advice of Natural England that from the information provided the absence of an adverse
effect upon the citation features of the River Wensum Special Area of Conservation cannot be
established and there must therefore be a presumption against consent. 

The additional information provided by the applicant has been reviewed and the above conclusion
remains.  In addition it is not considered that the offer of an ecological management
plan/landscape management plan and full details of proposals for foul water disposal to be
provided later by way of a condition is acceptable and does not allow the Local Planning Authority
to comply with its duties under the Habitats Regulations.

No objection subject to conditions requiring a desk study/site investigation and in relation to
unexpected contamination being found.

No objections subject to conditions.

No objections.  However, the designated asset is vulnerable to change and would benefit from
better interpretation.  This may be able to be secured through conditions and would be
supported.

No objections subject to conditions

Our previous comments (made 4 February 2014) remain substantially unaltered, and are made in
the context of the current hearing into approving the application for a bridleway running through
the land which is the subject of this application.  The works described in this application fringe,
though do not appear to impact directly, on Billingford Restricted Byway 3, but the area is
crossed by a bridleway which Norfolk County Council determined to order in December 2011,
under Section 53 of the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981.  This bridleway passes through the
middle of the site, though no mention of this is made in the application documents (we are aware
that the applicant has contested the application for the bridleway). The Ramblers' Association
would therefore wish you to ensure that, should the application be approved, the route of the
bridleway is appropriately safeguarded throughout the site: ie that it remains open and accessible
throughout, is of the appropriate width and quality on completion, and is maintained subsequently
in that state. Finally, we note that there is CRoW Access Land at the south of the overall site, to
and through which the newly designated bridleway leads, emphasising the importance of
ensuring that this route is appropriately treated throughout the site.

Object on the following grounds:
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73 letters of objection have been received to date raising the following issues:

Lack of case for the large unauthorised building which is currently the subject of an enforcement

 REPRESENTATIONS

CPRE NORFOLK    

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH OFFICERS    

MR W P BORRETT    

The application, as submitted, is likely to damage or destroy the interest features for which the
River Wensum SSSI has been notified.  Concerns are; an increase in visitors may lead to
increased recreational disturbance of riverine habitats;  noise and lighting may affect species
associated with SSSI;  further information requested.

In addition, the applicants are advised to prepare a management plan for the landscaping and
ecological management of the development which needs to be agreed in advance by the Local
Planning Authority and Natural England.

The application may provide opportunities to incorporate features into the design which are
beneficial to wildlife.  The authority should consider securing measures to enhance the
biodiversity of the site in accordance with Paragraph 118 of the NPPF.

Object to the scheme on the following grounds:
Proposal is inappropriate for this location and contrary to CP10, CP11 and DC8 owing to
inadequately detailed explanations in relation to effluent discharge; prevention of pollution and
contamination; impact on SSSI and SAC; no justification for the development and the
development is not well related to Local Service Centre villages and does not respect the
character of the countryside.

No objections subject to conditions.
The information received refers to quiet activities only. Notwithstanding this the applicant agrees
to a condition that any motorised vehicles should not be located or operated within 80 m of the
northern or eastern boundaries without the prior consent of the Local Planning Authority.  A
condition in relation to all construction and demolition works to be carried out in accordance with
relevant guidance is also recommended.

I, as the local member for Upper Wensum Ward which includes Billingford, give my full support to
the position of Billingford Parish Council for all the same reasons that they have outlined.

ANCIENT MONUMENTS SOCIETY -  No Comments Received 

NORFOLK WILDLIFE TRUST -  No Comments Received 

PRINCIPAL PLANNER MINERAL & WASTE POLICY -  No Comments Received 

NORFOLK RIVERS INTERNAL DRAINAGE BOARD -  No Comments Received 
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order for its removal;  outside Settlement Boundary;  contrary to CP6;  removal of important
wildlife habitats;  new access road/agricultural building have already destroyed a large part of the
roman Scheduled Ancient Monument (SAM);  contrary to CP11;  noise nuisance;  loss of
amenity;  light pollution;  health and safety in relation to several deep water pits and fast flowing
river for the general public and children;  no data to support case for a new campsite to promote
tourism;  contrary to CP14;  the site has the potential to be restored to being a wildlife haven and
a place where local people and visitors can quietly enjoy the Norfolk countryside;  the proposed
development will further degrade the site as wildlife habitat and have a detrimental effect on the
wildlife and amenity of adjacent areas in the Wensum Valley;  pollution of river;  traffic impacts;
flood risk;  precedent;  scale of development in the absence of evidence of an overwhelming
need;  lack of information regarding visitor numbers;  where would the proposed sealed cesspool
be installed, oppose any sewer waste storage facility adjacent to Swanton Morley fishery; any
leakage would pollute a sensitive area (SSSI);  what arrangements would be made for rubbish
collection;  will the proposed substation be sufficiently protected/isolated from non authorised
access, will it be screened and how;  will the camping pitches have electrical hook ups;
screening should be installed to obscure visibility of all buildings/camping pitches from Swanton
Morley fishery and from Worthing Road;  what provision is made for access by emergency
vehicles;  concerns regarding fish farm in relation to pollution;  the FRA does not cover south of
the river;  Ecology assessment does not cover south of the river;  proposal conflicts with rights of
access to Norfolk Flyfishers Club property across the applicants land;  contrary to CP10, DC1,
DC7, DC8, DC12, DC13 and DC16; the plans should be judged as if the proposals were for new
buildings not yet standing;  the applicant is proposing to build a holiday park in all but name;
absence of a business plan; 

One letter of support enclosing a copy of a circular distributed to residents by Billingford Parish
Council has been received raising the following issues:
The details of the circular are inaccurate as there was no free access to the land until Cemex
opened the permissive footpath which has been closed by the applicant which it is understood he
has a right to do;  the development will generate employment;  the building is well hidden from
view in a valley.  The Parish Council appear to be taking an uncompromising opposition to
anything the applicant applies to do and the situation has become totally personal; those
objecting are failing to give any unbiased view to the application.

* The application is referred to the Planning Committee as it is a major application and in the light
of the contentious nature of the development.
* The application has been assessed under the EIA Regulations and is not considered to
constitute EIA development. 

Principle of development 
* The application primarily involves tourism related development in the form of a visitor centre, 10
camping pods, 7 No Scandinavian style timber lodges, two camping areas comprising no more
than 25 pitches. 
* Paragraph 28 of the National Planning Policy Framework under the heading "supporting a
prosperous rural economy" states that planning policies should support economic growth in rural
areas in order to create jobs and prosperity by taking a positive approach to sustainable new
development.  They should support sustainable rural tourism and leisure developments that
benefit businesses in rural areas, communities and visitors and which respect the character of the
countryside.  This should include supporting the provision and expansion of tourist and visitor
facilities in appropriate locations where identified needs are not met by existing facilities in rural

 ASSESSMENT NOTES
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service centres.
* The relevant Core Strategy Policies are listed under the heading Policy Considerations of this
report.  Key issues arising from these policies are summarised below. 
* Policy DC8 Tourism Related Development of the adopted Core Strategy and Development
Control Policies is of particular relevance to this application.  It should be noted that whilst Core
Strategy Policy DC8 is considered to be in general conformity with the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF), Paragraph 28 of the NPPF does not contain a specific requirement for
applicants to demonstrate need.
* Core Strategy Policy CP10 seeks the enhancement of biodiversity and geodiversity in the
district and provides that there is an expectation that development will incorporate biodiversity or
geological features where opportunities exist.  In addition, it requires that development that may
have an adverse impact upon an SSSI, either directly or indirectly, will need to be accompanied
by a suitable environmental assessment which identifies the impact of the development on the
SSSI and potential mitigation measures that may be incorporated to assuage any impact.  With
regard to the protection of species, CP10 states the Council will require that an appropriate
assessment is undertaken of all proposals for development that are likely to have a significant
effect on the Breckland Special Protection Area (SPA) and will only permit development that will
not adversely affect the integrity of the SPA.  Whenever a proposed development may have a
detrimental impact upon a designated site or protected species, conditions and/or planning
obligations will be used to ensure that appropriate mitigation measures are utilised, where
appropriate.
* Core Strategy Policy CP11 seeks high protection for river valleys recognising their defining
natural features, rich biodiversity and the undeveloped character of their shallow valleys. 

Tourism 
* In terms of the sustainability of the location, the site adjoins Billingford village which, through the
recent review of Settlement Boundaries, had its Settlement Boundary removed.  However, the
site also adjoins North Elmham parish which is a designated Local Service Centre village.  The
site is just under 1 km from the edge of the Settlement Boundary of the village of North Elmham.
In summary, it is considered that the site is located in a sustainable location.  
   
Design and appearance
* The building which would accommodate the proposed visitor centre unauthorised and is subject
to both planning and enforcement appeals.
* An application for the retention of the building as an agricultural general purpose building was
refused in the absence of an agricultural justification.  In effect, the enlarged building was
intended to be used in connection with a use which at that time did not exist.  As such it was
considered that any economic benefits relating to the development were in that instance
decisively outweighed by the harm caused to the appearance of the surrounding area.  
* In this instance any harm to the character and appearance of the resulting landscape from the
building, and subject to additional landscaping, would need to be balanced against the substantial
support which national and local planning policies lend to tourism related development and to
acknowledge the importance of tourism as a contributor to the Breckland economy.  Having
regard to these factors, it is considered that the design and appearance is acceptable.  In
addition, the visual impact of the building is, to a degree, mitigated by the nature of the landscape
and levels of the site which mean it is likely to be only partially visible in views across the site from
Elmham Road.  Conditions requiring additional landscaping/screening to be undertaken could be
attached to any permission granted to further mitigate any visual impact from outside the site.

Environmental Impact 
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* The Environment Agency, Natural England and the Tree and Countryside Consultant have been
consulted on the proposals.
* The Environment Agency have raised no objections to the proposal subject to conditions
requiring a scheme for the provision of pollution control to the water environment including
foul/trade effluent and surface water drainage and a landscape management plan, including long-
term design objectives, management responsibilities and maintenance scheduled for all
landscaped areas to be submitted to and agreed with the Local Planning Authority prior to the
commencement of development.
* Natural England object to the proposals on the grounds of insufficient information to
satisfactorily demonstrate that the requirements of Regulations 61 and 62 of the Habitats
Regulations have been considered by way of a Habitats Regulations Assessment.  In this regard
the proposal is not necessary for the management of the European site and the Local Planning
Authority should therefore determine whether the proposal is likely to have a significant effect on
any European site, proceeding to the Appropriate Assessment stage where significant effects
cannot be ruled out.  Natural England advises that there is currently not enough information to
determine whether the likelihood of significant effects can be ruled out. 
* Natural England also point out that the submitted report, entitled Ecological Assessment Land at
Billingford, Norfolk, is out of date and the ecological survey information must be updated in order
that decisions are based on relevant and up to date information.  At the time of writing a revised
ecological report has been been received and further comments are awaited from Natural
England.  
* The Tree and Countryside Consultant has carried out an appropriate assessment and concurs
with the advice of Natural England that from the information provided the absence of an adverse
effect upon the citation features of the River Wensum Special Area of Conservation cannot be
established and there must therefore be a presumption against consent. 
* The comments of both Natural England and the Tree and Countryside Consultant have been
brought to the attention of the applicant.  Additional information has been provided by the
applicant and both the Tree and Countryside Consultant and Natural England have been
reconsulted.  
* The Tree and Countryside Consultant has reviewed the further information provided and his
previous conclusion remains.  He does not agree with the Environment Agency that it is
acceptable to deal with proposals for foul water disposal by way of a planning condition as the
Local Planning Authority has a statutory duty to have confidence in compliance with the Habitats
Regulations prior to issue of any consent.   
* At the time of writing further comments are awaited from Natural England.  These will be
reported to the Planning Committee

Amenity 
* Concerns have been raised from the Council's Environmental Health Officer and from interested
parties with regard to potential noise nuisance.  As a consequence further information has been
requested and received from the applicant in relation to details of the planned activities for the
site together with the proposed operation times for each activity.  I requires details of any noise
generating activities both inside the centre and outside the site with noise details for any
mechanical equipment, plant or motorised vehicles (including engine sizes) and should include
their individual sound power levels.   
* The applicant has stated that the activities for the site would comprise canoeing, sailing,
walking, bird watching, nature trails etc and that with regard to external noise from machinery
there would be a period during construction work when noise will be generated by machinery but
this would be within normal working hours and a condition in this regard would be accepted and
honoured.  Any noise from machinery used in maintaining the site would be minimised for the
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benefit of residents and visitors.  With regard to the specific concern raised it is stated the
applicant is not proposing quad bikes, motor bikes or similar vehicles under this permission.  A
condition as suggested by the Council's Environmental Health Officer that no such machinery
would be located or operated within 80 m of the northern and eastern boundaries of the site
without the written consent of the Local Planning Authority would be accepted and honoured. 
* The applicant has confirmed that it is proposed to open the site from 8.00 am to 8.00 pm seven
days per week for the months from April to October.  During the winter months it is proposed to
reduce the opening times from 8.00 am to 4.00 pm.  Activities on the site would include those
outlined in the Needs Assessment.  Briefly activities on site could include walking, bird watching,
fishing, painting, sketching, canoeing, sailing and camping.  The applicant does not envisage that
these uses would create sound levels that would create a nuisance, however, he states that there
would be sound from machinery used on the site for maintenance purposes but that this would be
kept to a minimum.  
* The Council's Environmental Health Officer has been consulted and, following the receipt of
additional information, has raised no objections to the proposals subject to conditions in relation
to the use of any motorised vehicles and in relation to construction and demolition works.
 
Highway Safety
* Norfolk County Council has raised no objections with regard to the access from Elmham Road
subject to the proposed recreational users only accessing the site from the westernmost access.
However, they have also commented that, unlike earlier proposals, the current proposal
incorporates an area to the south of the River Wensum which has recently been acquired by the
applicant and which, under this application, is proposed to be used for camping.  This part of the
site takes vehicular access via Worthing Road, a stretch of the network which varies in width and
which suffers restrictions in width and in places a lack of passing provision.  The Highway
Authority has some concerns regarding the suitability of Worthing Road to cater for additional
traffic and therefore has requested confirmation of the number of camping pitches proposed on
this southern part of the site.  The applicant has confirmed that no more than 25 pitches would be
expected.  Norfolk County Council Highways following the receipt of this information object to the
proposal in relation to the access to the camping area south of the River Wensum which would
be accessed off Worthing Road.  Concerns relate to the suitability of Worthing Road to cater for
additional vehicular traffic.  Of particular concern is the limited width of the carriageway, in the
most part being suitable for single file traffic only, a lack of passing provision and restricted
forward visibility around bends en route.  

Drainage/Flood Risk
* The application has been submitted with a Flood Risk Assessment.  The Environment Agency
has been consulted on the proposals and, whilst objection was raised initially, following further
information provided by the applicant, has withdrawn their objections subject to two conditions.  
* The conditions are that prior to the commencement of any development a scheme for the
provision and implementation of pollution control to the water environment including foul/trade
effluent and surface water drainage is submitted and agreed in writing with the Local Planning
Authority and that no development shall take place until a landscape management plan, including
long term design objectives, management responsibilities and maintenance schedules for all
landscaped areas shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.  

Impact on Scheduled Ancient Monument/Archaeology 
* Both English Heritage and Norfolk Landscape Archaeology have been consulted on the
proposals.
* English Heritage comment as follows; This application does not propose any development
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Refusal of Planning Permission RECOMMENDATION

within the Scheduled Monument and therefore there are no direct impacts upon the monument.
In their view, the development would have a minor impact upon the significance of the designated
asset and therefore the harm to the setting would be minimal.  However, the Local Planning
Authority are advised that the designated asset is vulnerable to change and would benefit from
better interpretation.  It may be possible to secure these items through conditions or through
agreements linked to the planning application and this would be supported. 
* Norfolk Landscape Archaeology state that if planning permission is granted it should be subject
to conditions that no demolition/development shall commence until a written scheme of
investigation has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.

Contaminated Land 
* The Council's Contaminated Land Officer has been consulted on the application and has raised
no objections to the proposals.

Conclusion 
* The provisions of the National Planning Policy Framework relating to the promotion of economic
development in rural areas lend considerable support in general terms to the application
proposals.  However, in the planning balance, the economic benefits of the proposals need to be
weighed against the potential adverse effects on the local environment.  The site and its
surroundings are highly sensitive in landscape, ecological and archaeological terms.  Visually it is
considered that, given the siting and nature of the various elements of the scheme, no significant
harm will result to the landscape and character of the area.  Environmentally, however,
insufficient information has been submitted to enable it to be concluded that these interests would
not be seriously compromised.  Overall, it is considered that concerns about the potential adverse
affects on the local environment demonstrably and significantly outweigh the benefits of the
proposals.  
* Refusal is recommended on the following grounds:
* The application site is situated adjacent to the River Wensum, which is designated as a Special
Area of Conservation (SAC) and a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). The ecological
interest features of the River Wensum and associated wetland habitats are particularly sensitive
to pollution.  Insufficient information/evidence has been provided which satisfactorily
demonstrates that an absence of an adverse effect upon the citation features of the River
Wensum SAC/SSSI cannot be established.  In the absence of this information, the Council is not
able to conclude that the proposed development would not adversely affect the integrity of the
River Wensum SAC/SSSI, as required by the Habitats Regulations 2010.  The Council is also
unable to conclude that the requirements of the National Planning Policy Framework (2012) and
Policy CP10 of the Council's Core Strategy DPD (2009) to safeguard designated nature
conservation sites and to promote biodiversity would be satisfied.

* In relation to Worthing Road only, the unclassified road serving the site is considered to be
inadequate to serve the development proposed, by reason of its poor alignment/restricted
width/lack of passing provision/substandard construction/restricted visibility at adjacent road
junctions.  The proposal, if permitted, would be likely to give rise to conditions detrimental to
highway safety.
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9900
9900
2003

Insufficient Information
Highway safety
Application Refused with Discussion -With Way Forward

 REASON(S) FOR REFUSAL


